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I understand this transportation is sponsored by Mid Florida Homeless Coalition, Inc. (MFHC), to 
assist me with transportation for charitable purposes, which may include but not be limited to 
assisting with, or returning from medical treatment or diagnosis, or for other compelling 
humanitarian needs and transports of compassion as are determined suitable by MFHC. I give 
my consent to be a passenger. Further, if I am riding with any minors or disabled individuals for 
whom I am responsible, I consent that they may receive this transportation with me. 
 

I understand and assume the risks inherent in riding in a motor vehicle, which may involve certain 
risks and hazards beyond the reasonable control of MFHC, and its respective employees, 
representatives, volunteers, and agents. Such risks may include but not be limited to personal 
injury and even death, as a result of accidents, emergencies, and/or negligence of the driver and 
drivers of other motor vehicles. I understand that MFHC disclaims any and all responsibility for 
any such risks and I hereby acknowledge and that I agree to assume the risks of loss, damage or 
injury that may occur, for me and any minors or disabled individuals for which I am responsible. 
 

I am also aware that all reasonable care and supervision will be exercised by MFHC to provide for 
my general well-being. However, I understand that there will be times when the driver will not 
be directly supervised, and it is impossible for the MFHC to supervise the driver every minute of 
every day while transporting me and others. I understand and assume the risks described above 
and those inherent with such transportation. I understand that if I am not comfortable with the 
driver or the condition of the vehicle, I may ask that the driver stop the vehicle and allow me, 
and any minors or disabled for which I am responsible; to exit the vehicle and I will be allowed to 
do so. 
 

In consideration for the benefits I am receiving, I do RELEASE, FOREVER DISCHARGE AND 
COVENANT NOT TO SUE Mid Florida Homeless Coalition, Inc., including all employees, 
representatives, agents and volunteers for this transportation, and agree to hold them harmless 
from any and all claims, demands, attorney costs, fees, actions or rights of action whatsoever 
arising from the transportation of any person(s) which result in any injury or loss to me; and 
further covenant not to sue on any liability or claim arising from this transportation that I have 
agreed to receive. 
 

I fully understand the consequences of the foregoing statements and sign this Consent and 
Liability Waiver knowingly, freely and willingly. 
 

              
Signature         Date 

          
Print Name   

              
Witness        Date 


